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collectable. For this reason honest | antimony chloride and one tannin in | POPPY color. br William Hendrie, of Hamilton, 
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J00n 1i4 on the horizon? Of course | performed. J ad thik so make Ab upper and retain their polish. somewhat larger than the old mattress, he season, is able 10 hob ) 

there is thing very astonishing In It was incredible and nevertheless Rp ower ey vla es lwo or Lares Lays. |  Eighth—Melt slowly gether SIX | well stuffed. but very light, and in the | on crutches : 
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2 ew it, being a sea captain | was, He had written a pamphlet have at Sadte ve nav geod round prices fOr | oa be further let down by coal-oll or | sortable than the elder wool, which has | and as youn; 

and an amateur astronomist in his | ing for title ho PRE Dis pay good oui prices 107 | penzine. Rubbed on bright surfaces | 4 sort fluffy surface, is of no weight th ‘ BY! No izos of 
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streat of La Ferte-under-Bell, opened | forries which wel sh ay ont go named always do their own work. In | feather or a piece of cotta wool after of this material are to be seen in all  Saltram, who won in 1785, came here 
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